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Abstract — Visual Cryptography is a cryptographic technique which can hide the visual data (images, pictures, text etc.) and which can be decrypted without a computer but in a tedious way. The best-known techniques that visual cryptography has are encrypting the images by breaking those images into n shares. Each n-1 share will not reveal the actual image but decrypting the n shares will give the actual information of the image. We can also make the image zoom and find out the information in it but we can hide this information through these techniques of visual cryptography. Even Watermarking is one of the beautiful techniques which protect the copyright ownership of a digital image. According to the proposed method, the watermark pattern does not have to be embedded into the original image directly, which makes it harder to detect or recover from the marked image in an illegal way. It can be retrieved from the marked image without making comparison with the original image. However, their concepts are different but their main purpose is of hiding the original information. For visual cryptography, a set of share binary images is used to protect the content of the hidden image. The hidden image can only be revealed when enough share images are obtained. For watermarking, the hidden image is usually embedded in a single halftone image while preserving the quality of the watermarked halftone image. Hence, visual cryptography requires no understanding and, because security is effectively in the hands of the end user, he or she has a feeling of control, which promotes trust.

I. INTRODUCTION

Our motivation for this type of viewing is the resultant variant cryptography by using morphological transformation domain for Google maps. As the user increases the zoom level the watermark can be visible within the images. The same here in this paper, when the image is zoomed out no watermark can be identified and further the zoom level increases the watermark can be viewed. We present an example (figure 1) of censoring and watermarking technique. Which shows figure 1(A) an example of watermarking feature, figure 1(B) an example of representing a drawing of facial blurring technique, 1(C) an example of a picture of the license plate censoring technique.

As we know that the visual cryptography is a technique to hide information in images. This visual cryptography provides two types of transparent images that one image contains the secret information and the other contains random pixels. By using this visual cryptography shares, the visual cryptography scheme effort to do a conjunction of zooming images to recover secure secret information. Additionally, we discuss about the potential application for content based visual cryptography. In visual cryptography the existing techniques are encrypting the full image. In order to hide particular information, the content based scheme aspects are used. By using this visual cryptography the data can be recovered.
contain the same or complementary pixel patterns when shares are separate. This makes complex to determine the secret based on cryptographic analysis of a single share Visual Cryptography is a very impressive and successful technique. Visual cryptography has a very attractive properties, it is very desirable in the form of secret sharing as well as authentication. Which integrates both the notion of perfect ciphers [1] and the secret sharing in VC? Particularly, in secret sharing visual cryptography the binary images are used. A binary images can be split into number of n chunks (shares) where k or more of those chunks (k<n), which can be stacked together, inexacty recover the actual image. Therefore (k, n) is a secret sharing.

The usage of visual cryptography is very easy. Secret recovery is as simple as stacking each share. In order to decrypt the share there is no computation required. In Visual Cryptography scheme, the contrast of the recovered secret is also very important. The contrast should be as optimal (high) as possible [7]. By the above properties we can define a good visual cryptography scheme. For designing a new scheme for secret sharing, the above properties must be considered carefully. The purpose of new visual cryptography that allows the user to repeatedly hide many secrets in a elevated resolution image. We can use designed shares to implement the idea of multiple secret recovery at multiple resolutions. By combining the binary chunks (shares) with the colored images from visual cryptography that are used within the Google Maps. In the image, secret chunks have to be inserted. After the insertion completed, to recover the image to the exact chunks has to be used. When the image is zoomed out, it reveals the next level secrets.

II. EXISTING SYSTEM

The topic of recursively hiding secrets within a set of shares has been extensively researched [9] [10]. The scheme proposed in applies [9] to images and text and attempts to increase the efficiency of traditional VC to make it possible to hide extra secret information that serves as steganographic channel. The scheme involves recursive hiding of smaller secrets within a larger secret. Each step involves doubling the secret size, thereby increasing the information that every bit of share conveys to (n-1) bits of the secret. However, this method is not threshold based, as every share is required to fully reconstruct the secrets. A recursive approach to space efficient visual cryptography has also been taken into consideration [10]. The recursive approach to space efficient secret sharing presents a technique that distributes k-1 secrets of length b each into n shares such that each share if effectively of length n/k-1 .b and any k pieces can be used for the secret reconstruction. The scheme is near efficient since n/k-1 is near the optimal factor n/k which can be chosen to be close to one. This work is based on computational models for secret sharing in which a symmetric key is used to encrypt the original secret. It is obvious from the previous work that many thoughts have been given to the idea of recursive information hiding within visual cryptography. However, the idea of embedding these types of recursive shares within a high resolution image for the purpose of zoomed secret recovery, to our knowledge, has never been considered.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

In this paper we can propose three main contributions. The first one deal with embedding visual cryptography shares within the license plate location. The second involves creating a recursive multiple resolution visual cryptography scheme and the third includes swaps the pixels 3*3 and 2*2 in a related secret image [8].

A. License Plate Embedding

Due to restricted issues the adjacent location of Google maps and its street view implementation, provide some information of Google censor. However, we are not familiar whether the original images are kept. Here our plan for embedding a visual cryptography share, the blurred region allowed to include the original image consist the un blurred license plate. i.e., the authenticated users only can access the license plates. In visual cryptography scheme (2, 2) has been introduced. The (3, 3) or (4, 4) schemes forms are to be used. In order to get the data they are three or four authenticated users to be extant, while recovering the license plate aspects. A total set of authenticated shares would be required to takes very complex to obtain. In addition the scheme security as applied to prevent the copied image [11]. Many techniques are accessible which help in identifying and detecting license plates. In this kind of application, the automatic license plate recognition (ALPR) technique is also used [12] [13]. We can determine the license plate by using this automatic proposed system. However, this system works very effective with a large range of license plates [13]. In order to blur the identification number, a Gaussian blur effect is used to determine the license plate and recorded the license number identification. When we are looking the final blurred image the unknown user cannot recognize the identification number. Now we can replace the represent Gaussian blur in required location 21*21 with pixel blurring filter. This allows adequate blurring, which removes an important point of the license plate and rendering it unreadable. The advantage of this blurring technique is embeddding in a visual cryptography share. In blurred location, the alterations or changes cannot be reducing the image quality and can also add some extra data in a perfect location. Using this ALPR, we can determine the license plate along with determining the license plate identification number. After determining the identification, we can create an image in an appropriate size that contains an identification number. Now we can
use this image as visual cryptography secret which generates two shares. Due to this multi-purpose usage of visual cryptography, it is possible to create a set of shares such as two or more users can retrieve the license plate.

B. Multi-resolution VC Scheme

In multi-resolution visual cryptography scheme, within the Google Street View the watermarking technique is used. Here the scheme works as, the smallest secret is determined and a (2, 2) set of shares are created. We notate $S_1^1$ and $S_2^1$ shares are used. Here share one based on one secret and share two based on another secret. By using these shares, each share can generate the larger shares of the next secret. This is known as the recursive part of the scheme. First, we create these shares to determine the ratio. This allocates to create the next set of shares. Here the original secrets of sizes are 128*128, 256*256, and 512*512. Then the secret one contains four images as that embed into secret two, the embedded four images of secret two again embedded into secret three and so on. Here the ratio is 14. Now the first set of shares of secret one is generated. Then the two new images $N_1$ and $N_2$ construct, which will be the new set of shares. This two new images can placed in the earlier created shares. So the two new images are share one and share two of secret two. This can be represented as $S_1^2$ and $S_2^2$. Then the two new images can be split into different quadrants, $N_1^1 = \begin{bmatrix} q_1 & q_2 \\ q_3 & q_4 \end{bmatrix}$ and $N_2^1 = \begin{bmatrix} q_1 & q_2 \\ q_3 & q_4 \end{bmatrix}$. The four quadrants as the same size that are generated and they can be expresses as:

$$N_1^1 = \begin{bmatrix} q_1 & q_2 \\ q_3 & q_4 \end{bmatrix} \text{ and } N_2^1 = \begin{bmatrix} q_1 & q_2 \\ q_3 & q_4 \end{bmatrix} \quad (1)$$

The new shares $S_1^2$ and $S_2^2$ are follows: $S_1^1$ is placed into $q_1$ of $N_1$, $S_2^1$ is placed into $q_4$ of $N_2$. As we know that the second secret is ready, then the remaining quadrants can randomly generate for every new images. The results of new images can generate as follows:

$$S_1^1 = \begin{bmatrix} S_1^1 & R_2 \\ R_3 & R_4 \end{bmatrix} \text{ and } S_2^2 = \begin{bmatrix} R_1 & R_2 \\ R_3 & S_2^1 \end{bmatrix} \quad (2)$$

Where $R_1$,.... $R_4$ represents the randomly generated share. By using similar recursive steps, this process can be repeated for any remaining secret as shown in the fig 2.

C. Swapping

In this block size is constrained by 3*3 pixels or larger; we process an image in 2*2 pixel blocks. This allows flexibility in tracking the edges and also achieves low computational complexity. The two processing cases that flipping the candidates of one does not affect the flip ability conditions of another are employed for orthogonal embedding, which renders more suitable candidates can be identified such that a larger capacity can be achieved.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

An example of license plate blurring or filtering can be viewed is shown in the figure. By using these visual cryptography techniques, from the results it is very clear that can be removed the license plate details. The results of new recursive secret sharing scheme can be viewed. Here within the set of shares, there are three secrets has been hidden. When the second share is shift to left, the second hidden secret can be viewed. While this process is repeated the original small secret can be obtained.

(a) License plate 1 pixelated

(b) License plate 2 pixelated
Obscuring license plates and accurately recovering them were using VC.

V. CONCLUSION

From these results, it is clear that visual cryptography could be used to obscure personally identifiable data from Google Street View. The added benefit of using visual cryptography rather than typical blurring techniques is that it would be possible to recover these details.

This allows the original unblurred images to be removed and only those who possess the appropriate combination of visual cryptography shares can recover the secret information. We chose the ratio of 1/4 initially for our testing. Further development is required to address arbitrary ratios with the overall goal of obtaining the optimal solution using these techniques.

The other benefit is that these images may be publicly uploaded with the embedded visual cryptography share. This would guarantee global access to the encrypted information, for those who are authorized to recover it. Additionally, combining smaller secrets within a set of shares has a useful application within the likes of Google Maps. The recovered secrets may be smaller, but this becomes irrelevant after the image has been suitably zoomed.
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